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Abstra t
This paper presents a pair of role-based a ess ontrol models for work ow systems,
olle tively known as the W-RBAC model. The models des ribed here ontains both
stati and dynami (history based) onstraints, whi h is integrated with a work ow
system. The W0-RBAC model des ribes our on ept of dynami onstrains, and the
integration of the a ess ontrol system with the work ow.
The W1-RBAC model extends the W0-RBAC model by allowing for a ontrolled
overriding of onstraints, whi h we argue are ne essary in work ow appli ations in order
to ope with ex eptional situations. Finally we dis uss a Prolog implementation of the
a ess ontrol models.
1

Introdu tion

Work ow management systems, or work ow for short, are systems that allow for the de nition and ena tment of business pro edures. A work ow stores a de nition of a pro edure,
in terms of its a tivities, whi h appli ations must be alled to perform ea h a tivity, whi h
data is available for ea h a tivity, the partial ordering on a tivities, and who should perform
them. For the proposes of this paper the last hara teristi is the entral one: given that an
a tivity an start (be ause the a tivities whi h it depends on are nished) who are the users
that an perform that a tivity, and among them who is the one most preferred a ording
to some riteria.
The paradigm behind the ideas dis ussed in this paper is that of a omplete work ow
management system that ommuni ates with a permission system. The work ow's tasks
are to de ne when an a tivity an start, and query the permission system as to whi h users
an perform it. The permission system works as an organizational model, it knows about
users, roles, privileges and rights, business onstraints on assigning users to roles, whi h
user belong to whi h department and who is in harge of that department, whi h user is
working for whi h proje t, and so on. The permission system answers the work ow query
and order the users that satisfy the query a ording to some riteria.
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Our permission system is based on the RBAC model, with some extensions. In the
RBAC model, roles are de ned as a meaningful set of abilities and rights that an be assigned
to users, so that they an perform their tasks. Roles in RBAC are organized in a hierar hy
of inheritan e. In work ow system besides this de nition of roles, there is the need to refer
to subordinate/superior relation among user. For example, it is very ommon in a business
pro edure that an authorization step must be performed by a superior or a responsible to
the interested party. For example, a travel reimbursement pro ess may in lude an approval
a tivity performed by a superior of the user who is seeking the reimbursement, or by the
responsible for the proje t on behalf of whi h the travel was taken.
It is possible to arti ially explode the RBAC role stru ture and in lude su h roles as
\member of the legal department" and \responsible for the legal department", or \member
of the quality proje t" and \head of the quality proje t", but we prefer a se ond alternative. We will de ne a stru ture of \organizational units" whi h ontains obje ts like \legal
department" and \quality proje t team". These organizational units are ordered by a partial order of in lusion, that is a organizational unit may be part of a larger organizational
unit. Finally there will be two relations between organizational units and users: users are
members of organizational units, and users are responsible for organizational units.
With this added stru ture, we will de ne a onstraint language W0-RBAC that would
allow the expression of business and pro ess onstraints. Be ause we are fo using on a
work ow domain, we will have a ess to a very important on ept, that of a ase, an
instan e of a business pro edure. By in luding the ase in the W0-RBAC language we will
be able to de ne both stati and dynami onstraints, with a granularity that ould not be
a hieved in other approa hes that uses the RBAC on ept of session (for example [1℄).
We will de ne the relationship between the work ow and the permission system, where
the work ow stores knowledge about work pro edures, task, temporal relations, and the
su h, and the permission system is the embodiment of the organizational knowledge and
rules. The synergy between both systems allow for new fun tionality, su h as, ordering
possible exe utor of tasks a ording to organizational knowledge of roles, subordinan e,
and so on.
Finally we will extend the W0-RBAC language to de ne the W-RBAC language that
in ludes the on ept of overriding onstraints in a ontrolled way. That is parti ularly
useful in the work ow domain be ause of what is refereed to as ex eption handling in the
work ow literature: it is ommon that a parti ular instan e of a business pro ess may have
to be altered so that work an pro eed. If a important order is getting late it may be
ne essary to hange the order of a tivities, or remove some a tivities, or attribute some
a tivity to users that normally would not be allowed to perform it. In parti ular this last
form of ex eption handling is the one that involves the onstraints of the permission system:
it may be ne essary to violate some onstraints in order to be able to assign an a tivity
to a parti ular user. Of ourse this violation must be ontrolled, an important onstraint
annot be violated, and even less important onstraint an only be violated if someone with
appropriate rights ask for it.
The W-RBAC language allows for di erent levels of importan e on onstraints, in ludes
the appropriate rights to violate onstraints, and is able to deal with the potentially ontradi tory set of fa ts and onstraints that are reated when onstraints are violated.
2

This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes a onstraint model for se urity
whi h overs stati onstraints. Se tion 2.3 overs dynami onstraints. Se tion 3 gives an
ar hite ture for a permission servi e and shows how it will interfa e with a work ow model.
Se tion 4 des ribes our approa h for ontrolled overriding of onstraints. In Se tion 5 we
dis uss implementation of our proposal. Se tion 6.1 dis usses future work, and Se tion 6
dis usses related works.
2

W0-RBAC Model: The Extended RBAC model

We base our model on the Role Based A ess Control model (RBAC) with extensions. The
basi RBAC model an be des ribed in terms of: 1) entities: users, roles, and privileges,
2) relationships between these entities, and 3) onstraints over these relationships. A
meta-model is displayed in Figure 1. This meta-model is a representation of a graph-based
model presented by Nyan hama and Osborn in [19℄.
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Figure 1: Meta model.




user (U) represent individual users.
privileges (P) represent lasses of rights to perform operations, tasks, a ess data and so

on, possibly with expli it attributes. For example, travel-approval(US$500) represents
the lass of all approval of travel expenses tasks up to US$500.



role (R) des ribe meaningful groupings of privileges or abilities that an be assigned
to users, e.g., the role of manager.



organizational units (OU) des ribe meaningful organizational stru tures with members

and responsible people.

In the ase of privileges, in this paper we are interested in just two forms of privileges:
the right to exe ute an a tivity, and the right to delegate a tivities. An important set of
rights that will not be dis ussed in this paper are the administrative rights, that is the right
3

to add new users, roles, onstraints, and so on. In fa t all aspe ts of administration of the
system will be outside the s ope of this paper.
We will de ne the following relations:



an-play(U,R), state that the user U an play the role R. an-play(mary, manager)
says that Mary plays the role of manager.



is-a-r(R1,R2), states that role R1 is a kind of (and thus inherits all privileges) role R2.
is-a-r( -programmer,programmer) states that -programmers are a kind of program-

mer, and thus a -programmer has all the rights that a programmer has, and possible
more. This is the standard inheritan e partial order among roles as de ned in RBAC.
If is-a-r(R1,R2) is true, we will say that R1 is an immediate superior to R2. If R1
and R2 are related by the transitive losure of is-a-r we will say that R1 is a superior
of R2.




hold(R,P), state that role R holds ertain privilege P.
imply(P1,P2), state that privilege P1 is stronger, or supersedes, or in ludes P2. For

example the right to approve travel expensed up to US$1000 implies (is stronger than)
the right to approve travel expenses up to US$500.
If P1 and P2 are related by the transitive losure of implies we will say that P1 is
stronger than P2



in lude(OU1,OU2), state that the organizational unit OU1 in ludes the organizational
unit OU2. Thus in lude( engineering dept, proje t x12 team) states that the proje t
12 team is a part of the engineering department.




member(U,OU), state that the user U is a member of the organizational unit OU.
head(U,OU), states that user U is the head, or the responsible for the organizational

unit OU.

There are some impli it inheritan e stru tures in our model. The rst one is de ned by
the is-a-r relation among roles, that follows the RBAC model: if is-a-r(R1,R2) then for all
P su h that hold(R2,P) it is also the ase that hold(R1,P).
The se ond inheritan e stru ture is de ned by the imply relation. If approve travel
expenses up to $1000 implies approve travel expenses up to $500 than anybody that an
perform the former an also perform the latter.

2.1 Constraints
The model des ribed above an onfer broad privileges on users and o asionally this may
not be desirable. Hen e, the need for a me hanism to ne-tune the model. For example, some instantiations of the model may ause \ on i ts of interest" [19℄) in the form
of in ompatible privileges. The lassi ase o urs when a traveler who is laiming travel
reimbursement ends up re eiving the privilege to approve his/her own expense laim. Thus,
4

onstraints allow us to impose limitations on a tual instantiations in a systemati manner,
a ording the some se urity poli y of an organization. It should be noted learly that the
onstraints override or supersede the permissions allowed by the general model. Modi ations that invalidate a onstraints are prevented by the se urity system. An attempt to
in lude a relationship between a role, say lerk and two or more in ompatible privileges,
e.g., request and approve, will be blo ked by the se urity system. By enfor ing onstraints,
the se urity system guarantees that the model is onsistent at all times.
We will represent an integrity onstraint as

? C
where C des ribes an invalid situation.
The onstraint is expressed as a standard logi program lause, that is, a onstraint is
expressed as:
? A1; A2 ; : : : A not B1 ; not B2; : : : not B
k

l

where either k and l may be zero, but not both. A and B are atomi terms of the form
p(t1 ; t2 ; : : : ; t ) where p alled a predi ate, is either one of the relations de ned above, or a
relation re ursively de ned based on those relations. m is the arity of the predi ate p, and
t , alled terms, are either variables, taken to be existentially quanti ed, or onstants that
represent the instan es of the on epts des ribed above (users, roles, organizational units,
or privileges).
As an example, the onstraint that R3 (a right ) an only be held by users that head
an organizational unit is represented as:
i

j

m

i

?

hold(r; R3); an-play(u; r );

not head(u; ou)

The formula above should be read as \the following situation is invalid: there exists a role
(r) whi h holds the privilege R3 and there exists a user u whi h an play that role, and
su h user is not the head of a organizational unit."
Also, auxiliary predi ates an be de ned. A parti ularly useful one is boss(U1,U2) whi h
is true is U1 is the head of on of the organizational units to whi h U2 is a member:
in lude*(x; y )

in lude*(x; y )

in lude(x; y )

in lude(x; z ); in lude*(z; y )

and
boss(x; y )

boss(x; y )

head(x; ou); member(y; ou);

not x = y
head(x; ou); member(y; ou ); in lude*(ou; ou0 ); not x = y
0

Constraints an be established over any of the relationships of the meta-model and an
be broadly lassi ed into stati and dynami . We start by des ribing the stati ones.
5

2.2 Stati Constraints
Stati onstraints forbid the introdu tion of ill-formed relationships between users, roles ,
organizational units, and privileges, by spe ifying onditions under whi h su h relationships
should not be allowed to be introdu ed. The name stati omes from the fa t that these
onstraints do not depend from any a tual exe ution of a tions on obje ts. They ontrol
the stru ture of the se urity model independently of any dynami behavior.
The reason behind these onstraints an be redu ed to just two: 1) to prevent grouping
of in ompatible users, and 2) to prevent some user to a umulate too mu h power, i.e., to
indire tly hold in ompatible privileges, su h as request and approve. This orrespond to the
usual on ept of separation of duties [22, 19, 6, 23℄. We want to avoid that a single person
would be able to do some damage by holding ertain ombinations of privileges.
In ompatible privileges an be obtained in many ways: by users that an play a role
that holds in ompatible privileges; by roles that inherit from multiple subordinate roles that
in turn hold in ompatible privileges; by oarser granularity privileges that imply multiple
in ompatible privileges; or nally, by users that an play multiple roles that together hold
the in ompatible privileges. The onstraints are pla ed to avoid these invalid relationships
from ever happening.
For example, the stati onstraint that no user an have both the privileges of request
and approve is represented as:

?

an-play(U; R1); an-play(U; R2);

hold(R1; request); hold(R2; approve);

that is, it is in onsistent if there is a user U who an play both the roles R1 and R2 (not
ne essarily distin t), and where r1 holds the privilege request and R2 holds approve.
Stati onstraints are enfor ed when tuples are added or removed. After a transa tion
that inserts of new users, roles, and so on, and the tuples that represent their relations to
ea h other and to the users, roles, privileges, et , already in the system, and other obje ts
and tuples are deleted, the stati onstraints must be all he ked. Using the onstraint
rules are des ribed in the paper, the result of he king the stati onstraints would be just
the existen e of not of violations. But of ourse a pra ti al implementation of the rule
above would not only verify that a violation exists but also tell whi h instantiation(s) of
the variables U; R1, and R2 above ause the violation.

2.3 Dynami Constraints
The limitations of stati onstraints is well known in the se urity literature. A stati
onstraint may forbid a user to hold the roles of pilot and navigator of a plan, but that
is not exa tly what is needed. A pilot an be a navigator if needed, but what one would
like to forbid is for the same person to be both the pilot and the navigator in the same
ight. This parti ular onstraint an be aptured in RBAC by making use of the on ept
of session, that is, binding between user and roles xed in some time interval. In this ase
one my forbid a session in whi h a user is bound to both pilot and navigator.
6

In work ow appli ations, the on ept of a session is less lear, be ause the temporal
bound is less well de ned. For example one would like to forbid the situation in whi h
the same user has the role of requester and approver for the same reimbursement request
pro ess, but of ourse Beth may be the approver for Carol's request, and may herself be
the requester of a di erent reimbursement pro ess, whi h must be approved by her boss
Amanda. The on ept of session is un lear here be ause, Beth may be at the same time
requesting the her reimbursement and approving Carol's, but that is a eptable if these
roles are being played in di erent reimbursement instan es.
To be able to refer to an instan e of a pro ess we will add to our model a new lass ase,
as des ribed in Figure 2 ( ase is one of the standard ways instan es of a pro edure are refer
to in work ow systems [26℄). We also de ne a new trinary relation doer(U,P,C) that state
that a user (U) exer ised a parti ular privilege (P) on a parti ular ase (C). In parti ular
we feel that there is no need to extend the doer relation into a 4-tuple, whi h would involve
the role the user U was playing when the exer ised the privilege P on instan e C.
CASE

DOER

N

N

MEMBER

N

PLAY

S UBORDINATE
HOLDS

N

USER

N

ROLE

N

N

IMPLIES

N

PRIVILEGE
N

N

TASK

Figure 2: Meta model.
Dynami onstraints an be either negative or positive - users and roles are either blo ked
from performing some a tions, and/or required to perform spe i a tions on a ase, respe tively, depending on their previous a tions over that ase:



Dynami separation of duties an prevent the user who exe uted an a tion from performing another mutually ex lusive one as well, for instan e, an approval, whenever
he or she performed a request. For example, one an de ne a onstraint su h that T2
and T4 annot be done by the same person:

?

doer(u; T2; )doer(u; T4; )

7



Binding of duties is just the opposite - a user that performed some a tion is bound to
exe ute other related a tions in the future, for the same ase. The rationale is that by
performing the rst a tion, the user has a quired knowledge that will be required or
useful while performing the related ones. For example if T2 and T3 must be performed
by the same person, one an de ne the onstraint:

?

doer(u; T2; ); doer(u0 ; T3; );

not u0 = u

(1)

History based se urity mat hes quite naturally work ow systems, whi h usually employ
role based me hanisms independently of se urity reasons, as a means to distribute work.
History is also naturally kept by most work ow systems as well, for auditing and re overy
purposes. As a onsequen e, the bulk of the work ow related se urity is on erned with
history based me hanisms, e.g., [5, 7, 20, 18℄.
3

An a

ess

ontrol system integrated with a WFMS

Our basi framework is of a a ess ontrol servi e or permission system, atta hed to a
work ow engine. The work ow system ontains the knowledge about the pro esses, the
ordering of a tivities, deadlines, and the so on. The permission servi e knows about the
organizational stru tures, roles, permissions, and so on.
From now on, we will equate tasks and rights/privileges. In other words, we are only
interested in the right/privilege of performing a task. We will refer to these right/privileges
by a symbol stating with the letter \T".
The work ow system ommuni ates with the permission system through two hannels.
The rst hannel is used to inform the permission system of the history of the pro ess
instan es. The work ow provide fa ts of the form:



doer(U,T,C), whi h states that user U has done the task T for the pro ess instan e



done(C) whi h state that the instan e C is terminated.

C.

The se ond hannel is used by the work ow system to query the permission system. A
basi query asks whi h users an perform a parti ular task for a parti ular instan e. The
work ow system sends the query who?(Q,O,T,C), that is, who are the users among the
ones that satisfy a property Q, that an perform the task T for instan e C. The work ow
re eives ba k an ordered list of users that satisfy all onstraints, ordered a ording to O.
Ideally the system as a whole works as follows: as soon as an a tivity for a ase is
nished, the work ow is informed. The work ow following its pro ess model, omputes the
next a tivity that needs to be performed, and asks the permission system who are the users
that an perform that task, and re eives ba k an ordered list of users. The work ows de ides
who among the users in the list will perform the next task, and sends that information to
the user's work list, and informs the permission system, by sending the doer tuple. When
8

the last a tivity of a pro ess instan e is nished, the work ow sends the done information
to the permission system.
Figure 3 shows a diagram of the inter hanges between the work ow engine, the permission system and users.
user

work assignment

updates

who?
workflow
engine

permission
service

doer
done

process
definitions

process

organizational

constraints

knowledge

Figure 3: Intera tion between system omponents and users.

3.1 Answering the queries from the work ow system
With the on epts presented so far, we an de ne what is the appropriate answer to the
query who?(Q,O,T,C) posed by the work ow. The permission system should return all
users u that satisfy a property Q, and for whi h doer(u,T,C) does not violate any integrity
onstraint. Furthermore, the permission system should order the users a ording to the
order O, to be explained shortly.
The property Q used in the work ow query to the permission system is part of the
spe i ation of the pro ess itself. The spe i ation may state that potentially only users
that satisfy some property (and do not violate any onstraint) an perform an a tivity.
This property may involve roles, organizational units, privileges, and even the past history
of the ase itself. Thus the work ow passes this spe i ation of potential exe uters to the
permission system, as the property Q. The permission system will verify whi h users satisfy
the property and whi h further do not violate any onstraint. The property is a two pla e
predi ate, where the rst argument is a user, and the se ond the ase identity, de ned by
means of one or more lauses in logi programming.
To illustrate, let us assume a simple pro ess of three a tivities: apply for reimbursement,
verify expenses and approve reimbursement. The a tivity verify an be exe uted by anyone
that an play the role of auditor. Finally the approve an be performed by anyone that is
the boss of the appli ant or any VP. As onstraints we require that neither the approver
9

not veri er an be the appli ant himself. That is the onstraints are:

?
?

doer(u; apply ; )doer(u; verify; )

doer(u; apply ; )doer(u; approve ; )

The predi ate that de ne the set of potential exe utors of the a tivity verify is

P1 (x; )

an-play(x; auditor)

This predi ate makes no use of the ase identity information. The property that de nes the
potential exe utors of the a tivity approve is de ned by the predi ate

P2 (x; )
P2 (x; )

doer(a; apply; ); boss(x; a)
an-play(x; VP)

When Dana nishes the apply task, work ow is informed and determines that verify
is the next a tivity to be performed for this ase (whi h we assume is has the identity
120 ). The work ow queries the permission system with who?(P1 ,O1 ,verify, 120 ). We will
dis uss the order O1 below. The permission system returns an ordered list of users (ordered
a ording to O1 ) that an perform verify for 120. The work ow will sele t the exe utor,
say Eri and inform the permission system using doer(Eri ,verify, 120 ). When this a tivity
is over the work ow will query the permission system with who?(P2 ,O2 ,approve, 120 ) and
so on.
This example also illustrate the need for organizational units in the model. One ould
make the argument that organizational units and other organizational information, su h as
user properties [21℄, a more omplex role model [10℄ are important on epts in real life use of
RBAC systems, but are not part of the ore RBAC model. But be ause of the requirement
of the separation of on erns between the work ow and the permission system, we an make
the point that the in lusion of organizational units is not only desirable but ne essary.
Let us suppose that we do not in lude the organizational units hierar hy into the model.
A standard RBAC representation for an organization that has two di erent proje ts, with
di erent responsibilities, would be to explode the role hierar hy with two di erent sublatti es for ea h proje t, as shown in gure 4.
But for su h a model, the work ow rule that the approve a tion must be performed by
the boss of the appli ant annot be written without the knowledge of the role stru ture.
The predi ate that de nes the potential exe utors of the approve a tion would not be as
de ned above, but:

P2 (x; )
P2 (x; )
P2 (x; )

doer(a; apply ; ); an-play(a; proje t 1 member); an-play(x; proje t 1 leader)

doer(a; apply ; ); an-play(a; proje t 2 member); an-play(x; proje t 2 leader)
an-play(x; VP)

Thus if a new proje t were to be reated, the appropriate de nition of the P2 predi ate
would have to added into the work ow de nitions, whi h violates the requirement that
the work ow should en apsulate the pro ess knowledge and the permission system the
organizational knowledge.
10

Project 1
Leader

Programmer
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Tester

Programmer

Project 2
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Project 1
member

Development
member

Figure 4: A role hierar hy for a two proje t organization.

3.2 Ordering the answers
An important feature of our permission system is that it will rank the users who an perform
a task based on their suitability and the knowledge stored in the permission system. For
example, it may happens that a large set of users an exe ute a task T for a ase C. How
to order this set of users, so the work ow is informed of whi h user is the most appropriate
to perform the task?
A standard pra ti e in RBAC systems is to state that the least superior role that hold
a privilege is the most appropriate to exe ute that privilege. Thus if ompile is the privilege that is needed, one must hoose the most spe i role that hold that privilege, say
programmer, instead of superiors of that role, say C-programmer.
But in this domain, the most spe i role rule does not translate itself is a unique
answer to the problem of ordering users. Let us suppose that Fal o, the head of the quality
proje t team an play the role of programmer, and Gail, a member of the team, an play
the role of a C-programmer and programmer. Should Fal o or Gail be the most preferred
as the possible performer of the task ompile? Or, as another example, let suppose the task
to be exe uted is approve-reimbursement($2000.00), that is to approve a reimbursement of
$2000.00. He tor by playing the role of manager an approve reimbursement up to $5000.00,
and Ingrid, playing the role of proje t leader an approve reimbursements up to $7000.00,
and proje t leader and manager are roles with no is-a-r relation between them. Whi h of
He tor and Ingrid are preferred users to perform the task? And does that answer hanges
if He tor is the boss of Ingrid?
The basi prin iple behind most of the generi answers to the problem is the idea of the
11

more \spe i " user that an perform the task, or use the privilege, should be preferred
to more \generi " users. But there are many possible de nitions of what it means for a
user to be more \spe i " than others. In parti ular, our model suggests three impli it
or expli it orderings: the superior/inferior ordering between roles, the stronger/weaker
ordering between privileges, and the boss relation between users, and there may be no
orresponden e among those three orderings.
For example if the database ontains the tuples:
USERS
a,b

ROLES

PRIVILEGES

ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS

r,s

x,y

m

imply(x,y)
USERS x ROLES
an-play(a,r)
an-play(b,s)

ROLES x PRIVILEGES
hold(r,x)
hold(s,y)

USERS X UNITS
member(a,m)
member(b,m)
head(b,m)

and the work ow query is to nd out users that an perform y, then:



under a role- entered preferen e above, there is no di eren e between a and b be ause
to exer ise y, a must play the role r and b must play s, whi h have no is-a-r relation
between them.



under the privilege- entered preferen e, b is preferred to a be ause the privilege that
b will hold is more spe i than the one held by a.



under a boss- entered preferen e, a is preferred to b be ause in organizational unit m,
b is the boss of a



if we add is-a-r(r,s) whi h only adds to the database the fa t that now r holds also
y be ause of the de nition of is-a-r, then under a role- entri preferen e, b is preferred
be ause the role a plays to exer ise y is superior to the one b plays.



nally, if we further add the tuples role(q), an-play(b,q), is-a-r(q,r), whi h
would imply that q an hold both x and y, then there is a role- entered argument that
would prefer a to b: to exer ise y, b ould have played the role q whi h is superior to
the higher role a ould have played (whi h is r).

Sin e there is not a single reasonable ordering, it is left to the work ow to de ne whi h is
the best ordering for that parti ular query. The work ow de nes O, a two pla e predi ate,
that is a total order among users, that is, O must be asymmetri and transitive, and for
ea h pair of users u and v that satisfy P, either O(u; v) or O(v; u) must be true. O(u; v)
state that u is preferred to v (a ording to some riteria). The permission system must
order the users in de reasing order O. We will see in the next se tion that a partial order
an be ompleted to be ome a total order and thus an be used as the O relation.
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3.3 Some preferen e relations
Now, we shall formally de ne the three orders illustrated above, the role, the absolute role,
and the privilege order. For roles R and S we will say that R < S if S is a superior of R,
that is S and R are related buy the transitive losure of is-a-r. For privilege X and Y we
will say that X < Y if Y is stronger than X.

De nition 1 A maximal role with respe t to privilege X for a user U is the role R
su h that





(U,R)

an-play

(R,X)

hold

there is no other R' su h that

(U,R') and

an-play

(R',X) and R < R'

hold

Intuitively, a maximal role is the highest role (most superior) that user U an play that
holds privilege X.

De nition 2 A absolute maximal role for a user U is the role R su h that




(U,R)

an-play

there is no other R' su h that

(U,R') and R < R'

an-play

Intuitively, an absolute maximal role is the highest role that user U an play.

De nition 3 A maximal privilege belonging to user U that is stronger than
privilege X is a privilege Y su h that:





(Y,X)

implies

there exists a role R su h that

(U,R) and

an-play

there is no privilege Y' and role R' su h that

< Y'

(R,Y)

holds

(U,R') and

an-play

(R',Y') and Y

holds

Intuitively, the maximal privilege Y is the strongest privilege that implies X that user U
may hold by playing some role (R).
These three de nitions attempt to de ne how one user an be more \generi " than
another one for performing a task X. A user U1 an be more \generi " than a user U2 if
U1 has a higher maximal role with respe t to X, or a higher absolute maximal role, or a
stronger maximal privilege that implies X. But regardless of the de nition of \generi ", a
less generi user is always preferred for doing a task than a more generi user.
We an de ne a partial ordering based on the de nition above:

De nition 4 We will say that user U1 is preferred to user U2 (for privilege X) under
the role preferen e (ORP ) ORP (U1,U2) if the maximal role for U2 with respe t to
privilege X is superior to the maximal role for U1 (with respe t to X), and the reverse does
not happen.
X

X
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De nition 5 We will say that a user U1 is preferred to a user U2 (for privilege X) under
the privilege preferen e (OPP ) OPP (U1,U2) if the maximal privilege stronger than
X

X

X of U2 is stronger than the maximal privilege stronger than X of U1.

De nition 6 We will say that user U1 is preferred to user U2 (for privilege X) under the
absolute role preferen e (OARP) OARP(U1,U2) if the absolute maximal role for U2 is

superior to the absolute maximal role for U1, and there exists a role that holds the privilege
X and U1 an play it, and the same is true for U2.

These are only partial orders. For the permission system we need a total order among
the users. One an omplete these partial orders in many ways. For example, the order
ORP +LEX is a total order that ompletes ORP by a lexi ographi al order among users,
su h that
X

X

hx; yi 2 OR

X

(

+ LEX if

hx; yi 2 OR
hx; yi 62 OR

X
X

and hy; xi 62 OR and hx; yi 2 LEX
X

where LEX is some lexi ographi al ordering among all users. Or in a di erent notation,
whi h will be used from now on:

hx; yi 2 ORP

X

(

+ LEX

if hx; yi 2 OR
else if hx; yi 2 LEX
X

One an de ne other ompositions also. For example, rst verify if user x is preferred
to y under the absolute maximal role. If this is not true, then try the maximal role with
respe t to the task X; if that is not true, then try the maximal preferen e; and, if that is not
true then order them lexi ographi ally. We all this ordering OARP+ORP+OPP+LEX,
and it is de ned as

hx; yi 2 OARP+ORP+OPP+LEX

8
>
if hx; yi 2 ORA
>
< else if hx; yi 2 OR
>
else if hx; yi 2 OP
>
:

X

X

else if hx; yi 2 LEX

3.4 Answering the work ow system
Finally we an de ne what is the answers to the query who?(Q,O,T,C).

De nition 7 The permission system's answer to the work ow query
the ordered list of users hu1 ; u2 ; u3 ; : : : u i su h that

who?

n





for ea h u

i

2 hu1 ; u2 ; u3 ; : : : u i, the pair hu ; Ci satisfy the property Q
n

for ea h u , adding
i

i

(u ,T,C) does not violate any onstraints

doer

i

and O(u ; u +1 ) for all i < n.
i

i
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(Q,O,T,C) is

4

W-RBAC: Controlled overriding of rules

In a previous se tion we dis ussed onstraints at length. Clearly, some onstraints are
more important than others. In ertain situations it may be a eptable to override the less
important onstraints.
The work ow literature a knowledges that in real situations it is ommon that the
spe i ations of a pro ess as implemented in a work ow must be violated in order to get
things done. This is usually referred as ex eption handling. For example, the lient on
behalf of whom the pro ess is being exe uted is a very important lient and is in a hurry; in
su h a ase ertain a tivities may be removed from the pro ess, the order in whi h others
are performed hanged, and di erent people, who are available now, may be assigned to
a tivities that would usually not be allowed to perform.
These di erent forms of ex eption handling a tions, the one that is relevant to the
permission system is the assignment of a tivities to users that are not allowed to perform
them. For example, the onstraints state that the a tivities of re eiving a lient query
and answering it should be performed by the same person, so the lient has a feeling of
personal tou h. For example, Jose re eived a te hni al query from Kensinton Corp., whi h
is a important lient. The pro ess of onstru ting the answer pro eeded normally but Jose
was out in va ation when the answer was ready and had to be returned to the lient. In
this ase it may be more important to answer the query promptly than to give the personal
tou h. An thus, it was de ided that Ling Mai would onta t the lient, violating the binding
of rule onstraint regarding the two a tivities. It would have been less likely that need to a
expedite answer would allow one to violate a separation of duties onstraint, say that the
hiring of an external spe ialist must be approved by someone else than the one that de ided
on the hiring.
It is lear that some onstraints are more important than others, and some situations
may require more or less onstraints to be violated. The novel feature of our proposal in
that we allow asso iation of priorities with onstraints. Thus, a user may \allow" the system
to override the onstraints in a ontrolled manner and in a subje tive way based on what
onstraints she onsiders to be of low priority.

4.1 Levels of priority on onstraints
We will extend the formalism dis ussed above to in lude the idea of levels of priority or
importan e of rules and onstraints. The idea is to asso iate with ea h integrity onstraint
rule

? C

a numeri label that expresses how important is the rule. The higher the label the more
important the rule is. Thus, if the integrity onstraint above has importan e 7, we will label
it with that integer:
? C priority 7
We an olle t all onstraints with label i in a set
non zero, positive integers.
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C.
i

We will assume that the labels are

With the labeling we are able to de ne what is the level of omplian e of a formula (say
some additions to the data base) in relation to the onstraints.

De nition 8 (temporary). If KB is the set of tuples in the data base, and N is a
formula to be added to the data base, then i is the level of omplian e of N if i is the
largest integer su h that

KB ^ N ^ C
KB ^ N ^ C
^C
KB ^ C
^C

j;j >i

j;j>i

i

j;j>i

i

6j= ?
j= ?
6j= ?

The formulas state that KB and N are not ontradi tory to the onstraints labeled with
j > i, but they are ontradi tory with the onstraints labeled i and above, and the KB by
itself was not ontradi tory with these onstraints. If New does not violate any onstraint,
we will say that its level of omplian e is 0.
We will dis uss below that some users may have the right to override some onstraint
and thus to add to the knowledge base a statement that ontradi ts some onstraint. But
in standard logi , the in lusion of an in onsistent statement would turn the whole knowledge base as useless, sin e anything ould be inferred from it. To ontrol the e e ts of
adding in onsistent statements to the knowledge base, we partition it into di erent sets of
statements, indexed by their level of omplian e. Thus K is the set of statements with
omplian e level i, that is statements that override some onstraint of level i, and possible
lower level onstraints.
Thus the level of omplian e i of a new statement N , is de ned as
i

De nition 8 ( nal) If K is the set of tuples with omplian e level j in the data base, and
N is a formula to be added to the data base, then i is the level of omplian e of N if i is
j

the largest integer su h that

[

for ea h j > i

[

K

l

^ N ^ C 6j= ?
j

l<j

K

l

^N ^C

j;j>i

^ C j= ?
i

l<i

4.2 Right to override
Whi h are the rules that an be overridden, and who an override them? We assume that
this is itself a privilege that an be attributed to roles, and indire tly to users. Roles are
attributed privileges of the form override(N), whi h allows the user to override the rules
with priority equal or smaller than N.
The intuition, as we mentioned above, is that more important rules are tagged with
higher priorities levels. On the other hand, more responsible or powerful roles an hold
higher override privileges. Of ourse there should be rules that annot be overridden or,
in our model, rules whose priority levels are high enough so that no role has the right to
override them.
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De nition 9 The max override level of a user U is higher N su h that the user an

hold the privilege

override

(N). That is:

9R su h that

(U; R) and hold(R; override(N ))
if an-play(U; R) and hold(R; override(N 0 )) then N 0 < N
for all R0 6= R if an-play(U; R) and hold(R; override(n)) then n  N
an-play

4.3 Intera tion
The basi intera tion to the permission system extends the W0-RBAC intera tion with a
new query/ ommand assign?(U1,U2,T,C) sent by the work ow whi h states that user U1
wants to assign user U2 as the exe utor of task T for ase C. If user's U1 max override level is
lower than at least one of the onstraints that would be violated by asserting doer(U2,T,C),
then the ommand returns false, and no update is performed. If on the other hand user U1
does have enough permission to override the onstraints that are violated by doer(U2,T,C),
then the ommand asserts into the knowledge base doer(U2,T,C) and its omplian e level,
and returns to the work ow its omplian e level.
The se urity model for the assign? operation is still in omplete. For example, nothing
was stated about the properties of user U1 in the operation assign?(U1,U2,T,C) ex ept that
he should have the appropriate max override level. We have identi ed at least three modes
of use of the assign? operation, and we will brie y des ribe them here. We developed the
full model for these modes of use elsewhere.
The rst mode of use is delegation. A user knows he will be unavailable to perform
a parti ular task that will still happen in the future, and thus he preemptively delegates
that task (for a parti ular ase C) to someone else. This preemptive delegation may both
violate the permission model and the onstraints. For example Maria knows that she may
perform the task T for a ase C sometime next week, but she will be unavailable by then.
She an delegate that task to Ngome. But it may be the ase that a) be ause of separation
of duties onstraints, Ngome annot perform T on C and b) to perform T one needs to
play the roles of programmer or tester, and Ngome annot play either role. The ase a)
is an example of the delegation violating the onstraints, and ase b) is an example of the
delegation violating the basi permission relation themselves. Thus to delegate the task
T to Ngome, in the ase a) Maria must have the permission to temporarily expand the
permission model so that Ngome an perform T. (Whether Ngome gets all rights asso iated
with programmers or testers by this delegation is some of the issues that a delegation model
must resolve). More relevant to this paper, in the ase b) Maria must have permission to
violate at least the onstraint that binds Ngome from performing T for C.
The se ond mode of use is forwarding. If the task was already assigned to Maria, and
it is in her inbox, she may realize that Ngome was better prepared to perform it. By
forwarding it to Ngome she may in ur on the two violations des ribed in the delegation
mode. But forwarding may have some further ompli ations. In delegation Ngome was
one of the possible exe utors of the task T. It may the ase that be ause Maria had to
(and was allowed to) violate both the permission model and the onstraints, Ngome would
loose priority in being hosen to perform the task. But by forwarding the task implies that
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ne essarily Ngome will perform it. It is possible that be ause of this ertainty, forwarding
may require higher permissions that delegation would.
Finally the third mode of use is transfer. If the task has already been assigned to Maria,
and she is taken ill, a manager of the pro ess, or a manager of the lient's a ount on behalf
of whom the pro ess is being exe uted, may have to remove the task from Maria's inbox and
assign it to some one else, say Ngome. Again all the violations of delegation and forwarding
may be present, and further the right to transfer may only be assigned to a few roles in the
organization. Di erent than delegation and forwarding, the user performing the transfer
may not have the right to perform the task itself.
5

Implementation

The de nitions stated in this paper are straightforwardly implemented in Prolog. In fa t a
proof-of- on ept implementation of the system was implemented in Prolog.
As an example of how straight forward the implementation is, below is the ode for the
de nition of the answer to the work ow query without delegation (de nition 7).
The who?(R,O,T,C) query is implemented as a Prolog query with a fth argument,
whi h will ontain the permission system's answer to the query.
A onstraint ? X is represented by a lause violation(C) :- X. , where X is the
expression of X in Prolog syntax, and C is the ase identi ation.
% definition 12
'who?'(Q,O,T,C,U) :findall(X,Q(X,C),L),
filter(L,T,C,Lout),
predsort(O,Lout,U).

% find all users that satisfy the
% predi ate Q
% filter out those who annot perform
% T for ase C
% order the result by O

% sele ts from a set of users those that an perform the task for the ase
filter([℄,_,_,[℄).
filter([A|RA℄,T,C,B) :an_do(A,T),
( onsistent(C, doer(A,T,C))
-> B = [A|RB℄,filter(RA,T,C,RB)
;
filter(Ra,T,C,B)).
% verify if a formula does not violate any onstraint
onsistent(Case, Formula) :assert(Formula),
( violation(Case)
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-> retra t(Formula),!,fail
; retra t(Formula)).
% verify is a user an perform a task
an_do(U,T) :an_play(U,R),
holds(R,T).

The de nitions that involve overriding some onstraints are based on the on ept of the
omplian e level of a formula (de nition 8), whi h is implemented below:
% given Formula, determines its omplien e Level
omplien e_level(Case, Formula, Level) :asserta(Formula),
aux_find_level(Case,Level),
retra t(Formula).
% finds the highest ranking violation.
aux_find_level(Case, Level) :ountdown(20,1,X),
violation(Case,X),
!, Level = X .
aux_find_level(_,0).
% ounts from A down to B on ba ktra king
ountdown(A,_,A).
ountdown(A,B,X) :A > B,
AA is A-1,
ountdown(AA,B,X).

If the binding of duties onstraint in 2.3 is de ned as having priority 3, su h onstraint
would be represented as:
violation(C,3) :doer(U1,t2,C,L1), L1 < 3,
doer(U2,t3,C,L2), L2 < 3,
U1 \= U2.

where doer(U,T,C,L) is used to represent that doer(U,T,C) was asserted with omplian e
level L.
Spa e limitations do no allow us to list all de nitions as Prolog predi ates, but one an
see that the implementation is straight forward from the formal de nitions in the paper.
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5.1 Complexity, running time, and optimizations
As a general introdu tion to the omplexity of a logi program based implementation, one
has to realize, that for a lause su h as:

C

A1 ; A2 ; : : : A not B1 ; not B2 ; : : : not B
k

l

the worst ase running time is the one in whi h the \last solution" generated by the prediates A1 to A is the only one that also satis es not B1 to not B . That is also the worst
ase running time to disprove the lause, all possible solutions are generated and not even
the \last one" is satis ed. Lets assume that ea h predi ate A an generate N i di erent
solutions for its free variables, and takes, in the worst ase, T i units of time to ompute
ea h of these solutions. Lets also assume that ea h of the B predi ates takes, in the worst
ase, T i units of time to ompute not B . Thus the worst ase running time to ompute
C in this lause is:
N 1T 1+
N 1N 2T 2+
k

l

i

A

A

i

B

i

A

A

A

A

A

A

:::
N 1N
N 1N
N 1N
:::
N 1N

A

2 : : : NAk TAk +
A2 : : : NAk TB1 +
A2 : : : NAk TB2 +

A

A

A

A

2 : : : NAk TBl

Let us analyze the omplexity of a who?(R,O,T,C) query in W0-RBAC (without the
overriding of onstraints). The query is implemented as:
1. nd all users that satisfy the predi ate R
2. remove from that set all users u for whi h doer(u,T,C) is ontradi tory, that is, proves
violation.
3. order the remaining users using the relation O.
The rst step above an be implemented as a database query, where R is the query. The
Prolog implementation of su h query (using findall is not as eÆ ient as a database query,
but if we assume that there are U users in the database, the query an ompute its answer
in T1 = U  T (R) where T (R) is the average time to ompute the truth of the query R for
any user.
The se ond step is more ostly. Let us assume that the average number of users returned
by su h query is U , where U  U . For ea h user u in the set, one needs to verify if adding
doer(u,t, ) violates any onstraint, that is, if does not prove violation( ).
If we onsider a violation( ) lause, is has the form:
R

?

R

doer1 ; doer2 ; : : : doer ; other1 ; : : : other
not doer +1 ; : : : not doer + ; not other +1 ; : : : not other +
k

k

l

k
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x

l

l

y

It is important to noti e that the doer predi ates will in almost all situations have at
most one free variable, the one representing the user. Both the ase and the task are
bounded when the violation predi ate is queried. Sin e there is at most one user that is
the exe utor of a given task for a given ase, the doer predi ate is deterministi , that is it
generates only a solution and to prove or to disprove it, takes just an a ess to the Prolog
fa t base. If we take the time to a ess the Prolog fa t base as T , the worst ase time to
ompute the violation lause is:

kT +
N
N
:::
xN
N

1 Tother1 +
1 Nother2 Tother2 +

other

other

1N
2 :::N
N
1
2 :::N

other

other

other

other

otherl

other

T

(T
l

+1 + : : : Totherl+y )

otherl

That is, omplexity of omputing the violation lause ( ) is dominated by

N

1 Nother2 : : : Notherl (Totherl+1 + : : : Totherl+y + onstant)

other

that is only the predi ates that do not refer to the dynami omponent of the model are
the ones responsible for the omplexity of the query. The dynami omponent of the model
at most ontributed with a additive onstant to that omplexity. Thus if the onstraint
rule requires very omplex omputation regarding the organizational stru ture (roles, users,
organizational units), that omputation is the one that will dominate the omplexity of the
violation lause.
If there are C onstraints, then there are C violation lauses and in order to verify that
a user does not violate any onstraint, all violation lauses must be tested. This test must
be performed for all users that satisfy the previous query; thus the total worst ase running
time for this step is U  C 
The third step is a sort, where the basi omparison predi ate O may not take a onstant
time to ompute. The upper bound for that step is T3 = U  log(U )  T (O).
Thus the total time to ompute the query who?(R,O,T,C) is bounded by

U  T (R) + U  C  + U  log(U )  T (O)
where the dominating term is likely to be U  C  .
For the W1-RBAC model the total time to ompute the query is the same as the above.
The W1-RBAC will verify the violation lauses by de reasing order of priority, but in the
worst ase, where there is no violation, all the C violation auses will he ked.
Unfortunately do not have enough examples of onstraints to even approximate the
value of in the formulas above, but as we mentioned, this omplexity will be derived from
the number of di erent solutions of the stati predi ates of the onstraint rule.
But there are possible optimizations that may be attempted if su h omputation is too
expensive. Among them:
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o -line omputation. Sin e these predi ates refer to the stati omponent of the rules,
they do not hange as new a tivities or ases are exe uted, only if there is a hange
on the role, privilege, organizational units, or users hierar hies. Sin e su h hanges
are of low frequen y it may be onvenient to ompute o line these predi ates. In the
worst ase that will not hange the number of di erent solutions for there predi ates,
but will hange the time to ompute ea h solution, whi h will now be an a ess to the
Prolog fa t base, and thus redu ing the omputation time by a onstant fa tor. But
more likely, not all solutions generated by one of these predi ates will be a epted by
another. For example if boss(X,Y), an-play(Y,auditor) is a segment of a violation
rule, and we onsider ea h predi ate in isolation, the rst will generate at most U 2
pairs of users, and the se ond, at most U users, but taken together, by de ning a
boss-of-auditor(X,Y) predi ate, may result in mu h less than U 2 pairs of users.
Su h redu tion in the number of solutions may be signi ant enough to warrant the
of line omputation.



memoization. it may not be worth it to pre- ompute all possible values for the stati
predi ates that appear in the rule, but on e the values for a set of input arguments
have been omputed, it may be worth it to store the results of this omputation,
so that if the same omputation is needed (for a di erent ase) the results an be
retrieved instead of omputed.



partial evaluation. On e enough of the a tivities of a ase have already terminated,
the violation lauses may be automati ally transformed into new lauses, by partial
evaluation, sin e some of its internal variables are already bounded. For example, for
the lause:
violation(C) :- doer(U1,task1,C), same_unit(U1,U2),doer(U1,task3,C).

represent the onstraint that task1 and task3 annot be performed by users that
belong to the same unit. If we know that task1 has already been nished, for ase
456, it may be worth it to partially evaluate violation( 456), whi h depending on
how smart the partial evaluator is, ould result in the (automati ) reation of the rule
violation( 456) :- doer(U1,task3, 456),member(U1,[ali e,bob, arol,david℄).

That is, the partial evaluation of violation lause, at the orre t moment, would
generate a parti ular rule for that ase in whi h the omputation of the same-unit
predi ate is performed in advan e, so that when needed, the exe ution of the lause
be omes just a membership he k.
Unfortunately we believe that there is not enough experien e in this domain to further evaluate whi h method or ombination of methods are will redu e the overall ost of omputing
the who? query, or even if any of those optimizations are ne essary on the \average ase."
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6

Related Work

This work is losely related to work proposed by Bertino, Ferrari, and Atluri [5, 4℄ and
the di eren es between our work and theirs must be stressed. [5℄ proposes a onstraint
based se urity model whose language allow for somewhat di erent expressivity than the
one presented here. For example, their language and model allow one to refer to many
instan es of the a tivation of a task within a ase. This a tivations of a task represent the
exe ution in parallel of the same task by many (possible di erent) exe utors. This an be
a hieved in our model by de ning ea h parallel a tivation of the task as a di erent task.
Thus three parallel a tivations of the task T in their model, would be implemented in out
model as three tasks T1, T2 and T3.
The language in [5℄ has no lear on ept of ase. It is assumed that the a ess ontrol
system runs for a single ase; di erent ases would require running di erent instan es of
the system. By making the on ept of ase expli it, we allow for multiple ases to be run
by the same instan e of the system, and open the door for future extensions that in lude
inter- ase onstraints.
[5℄ also dis uss the ordering of answers, but they stop at the role level: they propose
that more subordinate roles are given higher priority to exe ute a task, but they do not
extend this to users, as we did. And by extending the basi idea of giving higher priority
to the users that have the least privilege enough to perform the task an yield di erent
de nitions, as we des ribed.
A large se tion of the [5℄ des ribes what we would all optimizations of the basi onstraint veri ation me hanism. Some of su h optimizations are performed by the system,
but some are done by the user themselves. For example the onstraint that T1 and T2
annot be performed by the same persons, whi h in our language is expressed as:

?

doer(u; T1; ); doer(u; T2; )

(2)

would be expressed in their model, something like1
annot-do(u; T2; )

doer(u; T1; )

(3)

This last expression embodies the knowledge that in the work ow spe i ation T1 happens
before T2. Thus if it is asserted that John was the exe utor of T1, the system may determine
that John annot be the exe utor of T2. To verify if John an be the exe utor of a task, the
system veri es rst if it is known that he annot be the exe utor of that task, by verifying
the annot-do predi ate. In a formal way, the expression 3 is the partial evaluation of 2
given the fa t that doer(u,T1, ) will be asserted.
As we dis uss above, we do not believe that optimizations on the dynami omponents of
the onstraints are ne essary, and thus we did not in lude su h optimizations. Furthermore
by in luding su h optimizations in the language itself, auses a non-separation of information
that we believe should be kept separated. 3 only work if T1 happens before T2, whi h is
a work ow knowledge. If the ordering of the a tivities hanges, the permission system
1 Of ourse the language of [5℄ is di erent; the expression below is a translation to our language of the
on epts in their model.
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must be modi ed. [5℄ also dis uss some of what we alled in the previous se tion, o -line
optimizations, or the pre- omputation of some of the stati predi ates, and even dis uss in
whi h onditions su h pre- omputations are not worth it.
We believe that our model, by providing a \ leaner" de nition of the onstraint, allows
one to bring in many of the tools for logi program optimizations (as dis ussed in the
previous se tion), and not leave it to the user's responsibility.
Finally, [5℄ do not in lude in their work, any form of overriding onstraints.
Nyan hama and Osborn [19℄ present a ri h dis ussion of on i ts of interest in terms of
users/groups, roles, privileges and their inter-relationships. Dynami me hanisms requiring
history are a knowledged but not dis ussed.
Ferraiolo et al. [8℄ presents the National Institute of Standards and Te hnology (NIST)
RBAC referen e model and a web-based implementation. The model is based on the properties presented in [9℄ and do not onsider history based extensions as well.
Thomas and Sandhu [25℄ proposed in 1993 the shift from the traditional subje t-obje tright paradigm used in database se urity to a transa tion oriented one, introdu ing (a
limited form) of history based se urity me hanisms. In [22℄, four referen e RBAC models
are presented and di erent onstraint types are ategorized.
Simon and Zurko [23℄ survey and summarize separation of duty onstraint types, both
stati and dynami . The di erent types of onstraints are then implemented in Adage, a
rule-based authorization system for distributed appli ations.
Castano et al. [7℄ propose an a tive-rule based model, that is implemented on top of
the Wide work ow system [24℄. ECA rules are employed to spe ify instan e, time, history
and event onstraints. The a tive rule me hanism is also employed to propagate privileges
along the role graph, emulating the inheritan e that is usually assumed along the subordinate
relationship.
Atluri and Huang [2, 3, 13℄ introdu e dynami a tivation and revo ation of privileges
based on the ow of exe ution. The idea is that users should only be granted privileges to
a ess obje ts in the ontext of authorized tasks. An author, for instan e, should only have
a ess to a paper obje t while preparing it for submission, On e it has been submitted, the
author should not be allowed to have a ess to it anymore.
An approa h similar to Atluri and Huang's is followed by other resear hers, e.g., Karpalem
and Hung [14, 17℄. These authors also dis uss the trade-o between se urity and robustness
of a system and present a metri to evaluate su h trade-o .
Pernull and Herrman [12, 11℄ extend the di erent perspe tives of work ow systems
(informational, fun tional, dynami and organizational) with se urity spe i features.
At the University of Georgia, the Meteor system is being extended to in lude se urity
features, in a joint e ort with the Naval Resear h Laboratory [18, 27, 16, 15℄.

6.1 Future work
In this se tion we dis uss further extensions to the W-RBAC model that we feel are parti ularly urgent.
 inter- ase onstraints. Some simple kinds of inter- ase onstraints an be handled by
our present framework but more omplex ones annot. For example, we may wish
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to state a onstraint that a CEO an appoint any two of her three exe utive oÆ ers,
but not all three. Ea h appointment is a ase, and there are onstraints that relate
di erent ases.



di erent a tivations of the same a tivity within the same ase. It is frequent that
work ows have y les of do-test a tivities, in whi h something is done, and in a
di erent a tivity (usually with separation of duties onstraints between them) the
results are tested. If they fail the tests, a new a tivation of the do a tivity is performed,
followed new a tivation of the the test a tivity. It is possible that one would like to
pla e onstraints on the di erent a tivations of an a tivity (of a ase). The language
of W1-RBAC is not able yet to refer to di erent a tivations of the same a tivity (for
a same ase).



veri ation of the satis ability of onstraints. It is ommon that the spe i ation of
onstraints and of the potential users of ertain a tivities to in ur in in onsisten ies.
A typi al one is to require that it is the immediate boss of the employer who wants
a reimbursement that should approve the request. But some users may not have a
immediate boss, either be ause they are not assigned to any organizational unit or
be ause the user is the president of the organization. A more subtle problem may
arise be ause users higher up in the boss hierar hy may not be able to play the role
of approver, be ause one would not want to bother them with su h tasks.
It is very important that the system should verify that su h de nition of potential
exe utors of the approve task will reate a situation in whi h the reimbursement
requests of some people annot be approved. Similarly, but now regarding onstraints,
if the organization has only one auditor, and there is a onstraint that the auditor
annot be the requester, then this auditor will not be able to make any reimbursement
request in the organization.

Most of the ontributions des ribed in the paper and the ones in the future work list
were presented in terms of a permission system working in onjun tion with a work ow
system. But most of the ideas are independent of this parti ular work ow appli ation.
An example is gra eful degradation. Su h on ept was presented here in onjun tion
with delegation, but gra eful degradation is an important on ept in any onstraint based
system: if the onstraints are too strong and do not allow or a solution, or if in some
parti ular ases some onstraints should not be applied, then it should be possible to in a
ontrolled way violate some onstraints. Again there is still work to be done in developing
the on ept des ribed herein to generi onstraint based systems.
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